February 2017 Newsletter
Contract update
DRAGON LNG

This Job at Dragon LNG involved the team
having to remove spoil to a depth of 1.7m and
blind the bottom in the same shift to make it
safe. This included the removal of the pipe
support. The team did a great job in a tight
spot and were praised by the contract owner.
The Team included Nigel Wilson, Louis Babosa
and Roger Phillips.

Employee Of the Month

This
is
Tim
Jenkins on Tank
1 at Dragon
LNG using an
improvised
watering can to
apply
a
waterproof joint
CARDIFF FUEL TERMINAL BUND UPGRADE
the
oil
The works at Cardiff for Valero have been completed and to
storage
tank
de-mobilisation is underway. The bund liner was completed on February
base. In one tank
24th 2017.
there is approx
The Terminal manager expressed his thanks to the entire team for a job 60m of joint to
well done with zero incidents and within the agreed programme duration. complete and this simple innovation
Austwel hope that the subsequent bund lining contract will come out to allowed the joint to be completed
tender later this year. In addition Austwel have been asked to design when standing thus preventing the job
and build a temporary bridge to allow a 50t Komatsu excavator to from being carried out kneeling or with
cross the pipe track within the 2nd Bund at Cardiff, which we hope will a bent back for prolonged periods.
further cement our relationship with the client and help us with our future The joint application was carried out
quickly
and
efficiently
and
bid.
demonstrates that with a little
forethought a job can made easier,
MAINSTAY MARINE CONCRETE BOAT INNOVATION
safer and easily simplified.
Billy Irving and Craig Adams recently completed work on a World War
two concrete boat! During WWII concrete boats constructed from cast
Safety Award Of the Month
concrete were used as portable fresh water reservoirs.
As part of an innovative project, Mainstay Marine from Pembroke Dock
requested Austwel’s help in the installation of water tight doors within the
hull of the boat which involved intricate formwork and the use of several
specialist repair concretes and mortars. The completed structure will be
fitted with solar panels and wave technology and will be used in remote
areas of the world as a mobile desalination plant (Sea water converted
to drinking water). The completed project will supply self-sufficient
drinking water to remote communities. The works were completed within
budget and the client noted that they were pleased with our work

Training

Austwel Supervisors have all taken part in the CITB
Site Supervisor Safety Training Scheme during
February 2017. Well done to all who took part.

PROMAT FIRE PROOFING

Austwel have further invested in fire proof training
for team members at the Pembroke Refinery to help
with ongoing and new contract works.

Tenders
It has been noted that the number of tenders being received by Austwel
is increasing. Austwel’s business development strategy is showing positive
results with tenders from new clients being received.

Chris
Jones

Chris Jones nails the Monthly Health
and Safety award. Chris has provided
and demonstrated commitment to our
company and client expectations
regarding Health and Safety matters
to an exceptional standard. He
addressed
Valero
management
conducting a Quality review within the
Carpenters workshop on the 15th
February 2017 at the Pembroke
Refinery.
He demonstrated his understanding of
procedures providing evidence and a
practical demonstration. Further direct
questions were asked of him, which he
answered professionally. This positive
attitude fully complies with Valero’s
expectations and helps reinforce our
continued position on site.

